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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Choose your bike for the "Eco Sellaronda Bike Day"

Enter the "Eco Bike Day" from Canazei. The main street
SS 48, from the crossroads between Strèda Dolomites
and Strèda de Col de Pin (nearby the Bellevue Hotel
and the Postal Office) heading to the passes Sella and
Pordoi, is closed to traffic from 8.30 a.m. to 3.30 p.m.

Encouraged by the growing interest generated
for the event last June with more than 20
thousand participants, today the encore of "Eco
Sellaronda Bike Day". Bikers of all ages can
dabble in the Dolomites’ latches from 8.30 am
to 3.30 pm, riding on the passes Sella, Gardena,
Pordoi and Campolongo, closed to traffic for the
event dedicated to ecology and the preservation
of this precious environment: the Dolomites as
Unesco Natural World Heritage. Everybody can
participate with every kind of bicycle: Val
Gardena launches even the "E-bike Testival"
dedicated to the less trained people who want
enjoy the landscape without any efforts. The
electric bikes experiment has been thought to
sustain the awareness of ecology and respect
towards the Dolomites’ area.

Trial race
Pozza di Fassa
9.00 am -Pavilion at the lift station at Buffaure. The
7th race of the Italian Championship of Trial kicks off
nearby the stream Ruf de Sen Nicolò and arrives in
an indoor area. At 12.00 p.m. there will be a typical
lunch with the participants of VespaGiro and AlfaGiro
(coming from Moena); at 5.00 p.m. prize giving.

Vintage car meeting
Moena
10.00 am – Piaz de Ramon. The most renowned
vintage cars of Alfa Romeo gather in the very heart
of the village, and make for a Dolomites’ Tour.

Soraperra’s "Oxygen"
Canazei
2.30 – 8.00 pm – Hall of the aquatic centre
"Dòlaondes". On exhibit the multimedia installation of
the well appreciated artist Claus Soraperra.

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

From Pian Frataces to Col
Rodella

The "Musega de Poza"
celebrates its 80th anniversary

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This "Amazing hike" starts nearby the Sella pass,
and you can reach the departure point from
Canazei. When you reach Lupo Bianco at Pian
de Frataces, make for the bridge on Ruf de
Antermont. Cross it and take the footpath no.
655 that follows the forest road Col de Pica. You
arrive at the bridge on the stream Ruf de la Val.
Border on the forest till Costa Rossa. Turn right
and ascend to Pian de Marizanela. Now a steep
stretch arrives at Conca di Val. At a crossroads
turn left ascending to a plain (0,45 h). Cross it
and walk upwards to Val Salei, to be covered till
you reach Passo Sella (upstream of Valentini
Refuge; 0,30; 1,15 h). From here turn left to
Salei Refuge and Forcella Rodella. After reaching
it go leftwards to Des Alpes Refuge (0,45 h; 2
hrs.), where the path that leads to Col Rodella
starts (2.484 m).

The Band of Pozza celebrates today its 80th
birthday. A long life elapsed amongst notes born
in 1893, and then refunded in 1933. Today the
Band boasts a composition of 40 cheerful
members, directed by Maestro Giancarlo Dorich.
For the celebration the "Musega de Poza"
organized a party which lasts three days: it
begins next Friday at 9.00 p.m. in the pavilion
"Padiglione Manifestazioni" in Pozza with the
birthday’s concert. On Saturday the celebrations
continue with the typical lunch, entertained by
several folks group. On Sunday the parade of the
band through the village (9.30 am), the Mass,
the concert of Fassa’s band in the village (11.30
am), lunch with the performance of six groups
born from the collaboration of some members of
the "Musega" (2.30 pm) and finally the "Grand
finale" with "Die Fegerländer" (6 - 11 pm).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the past, the Ladin population need to find suitable pasture for their cattle. For this reason they
climbed the mountains at high altitude, reaching even the passes that signed the borders between the
valleys around Sella. However the passes did not represented strict borders. They actually were
meeting point. Stories tell that the area "Pian de jiadoi"("The playground for players" in Ladin) was the
meeting point of shepherds from Fassa and Gardena. This fact proves the good relationship that
always connected people living in the 2 valleys separated by "Jouf de Ciavazes", the Sella Pass.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

16/09/2013 (9.00 am)
In the lumberjack’s world in Medil.
Booking at "Sport Check Point"
(activity against payment).
Moena

16/09/2013 (9.00 am)
"Vial Cultural" throughout the village.
Booking at "Sport Check Point" (hike
against payment).
Canazei
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